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As a Nurse with many years experience of caring for the dying I welcome the chance to add my
voice to the national discussion.
Whilst many deaths are well managed (mainly those handled by God .... taken suddenly and after
a good long life! ... ),and some 'managed' deaths are done with compassion and common sense it
has to be said that ........ .
For many people the dying process is unnecessary horrible

Why is this? In a civilized society this should never happen, but it does, everyday.
And it occurs mainly due to fear:
111

•

Doctors are afn:~id that if they order too much opioid they will be accused of "killing" a
person and lose their license to practice.
Both Doctors and Nurses are afraid that if the final dose they either order or give, causes
death then they are ending someone's life i.e. "killing" in the legal and religious sense. The
province of Life and Death being considered that of God's - not Man's.

If God decides "death" does he/she decide about who gets diabetes, heart disease, genetic
disorders and cancers - is there some pre-ordained inevitability that we have to see out to the
end just because an entity beyond us has decreed it?
This sounds like the stuff of ancient civilizations which used ritual sacrifice or offerings to
appease an all powerful God whose wrath was wrought by those who transgressed against an
accepted norm.
Are we still held in thrall of such a Deity? Can we not be people of faith - religiosity even and
understand that 'science' must be the basis on which to treat much of life's physical sufferings
and that death is no different from disease management or childbirth in its requirement for
appropriate medical management.
It appears not.
For the" mystique" of death - from people who dread it, funeral industries which profit from it
and pharmaceutical companies which hold it back - pervades society and we have a
completely dysfunctional relationship with its management.
For some reason which evades me I have found many Doctors inordinately afraid of stepping
outside what they perceive to be the "Medical Boards" level of permitted assistance to alleviate
terminal suffering.
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